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Coverage

• This training day will be devoted to introducing all key aspects 
related to the energy balance tables, 

• Sankey diagrams, 

• the data sources and 

• interpretation of these energy tables.
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1.  Introduction

❑Energy Statistics in Turkey are compiled and produced by The Ministry of Energy and
Natural Resources (MENR)

❑MENR;

• Makes the policy decisions and performs the planning issues

• Determines both short and long term needs of energy resources of Turkey

• Cooperates with many national and international organizations

• Conducts the political and economical basis in order to research, evaluate, control

and preserve the energy and natural resources for the usage of our country benefits
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1.1 The Main Players for Data Flows

MENR

EMRA

Sectoral 
Cooperations & 

Private 
organizations

National 
Administrations,
Ministries, Public 

Enterprises

Internatıonal
Energy 
Agency/ 

EUROSTAT

TURKSTAT
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1.1 The Main Players for Data Flows

Energy Balance (MENR)                               Electricity (TEİAŞ)

RDD (Turkstat)                                               Renewable (MENR)

Natural gas (PİGM)                                       Solid Fuel (MENR)  

Oil (MENR)                                                   SLT (MENR)

Turkey Data (Questionnaries)

IEA EUROSTAT
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1.2  Terms

− Primary Energy

Primary energy is extracted from a stock of natural sources (eg. crude oil, natural gas, solar power, 
etc.) or captured from a flow of resources that has not undergone any transformation or conversion.

− Secondary Energy

Secondary energy is obtained from a primary energy (e.g. Electricity from gas, gasoline from mineral 
oil, nuclear energy, coal,) source employing a transformation or conversion process.

− Total Primary Energy Supply (TPES)

Total primary energy supply (TPES) is made up of production + imports – exports – international 
marine bunkers stock changes (IEA).

− Total Final Energy Consumption (TFC)

Total final energy consumption is the sum of consumption by the different end-use sectors (IEA). 
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1.2  Commodity Accounts and Overall Energy Balance
❑Energy Commodity Accounts (ECA)

• All the flows in the appropriate original unit of measurement (tons, barrels, cubic meters, etc.)

• Each energy (producing, transforming, and distribution industry) often requires reconciliation and
harmonization to ensure correctness.

• Disadvantage→ cannot be directly compared or summed up because of differences in the units so
does not permit any overall appraisal of the energy system

❑Overall Energy Balance (OEB)

• All the flows in terms of a common accounting unit (like Joule, kilocalories, Btu, etc.)

• With using appropriate conversion factors, a suitably designed overall energy balance can be
developed from it

• Advantage → can be used for the analysis of changes in the level and mix of energy sources used
for particular purposes before and after transformation or

• Can be used for the study of changes in the use of pattern of different fuels, for the examination of
the extent of or scope for substitution between fuels at different stages of the flow from primary
supplies to final energy uses 9



1.2  Commodity Accounts and Overall Energy Balance

Commodity Balance;
The production includes both the primary
production of crude oil and the secondary

production of motor gasoline (i.e. The refinery
output) ➔ Double Counting !

Energy Balance;
The production only includes the primary

production. In the supply line, there is a negative
value (which means summing all products’ 

energy supply will not double count anything.) 
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1.3  General Energy Supply Chain

Extraction and
Treatment

Primary Energy Supply
Conversion 

Technologies
T&D System

Final Energy

End Use Appliance

Loss

Import/ 
Export/ Stock

Change

Useful Energy
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1.4  Energy Accounting Framework (Commodity Flow)

Indigenous

production

Imports, exports, 
stock changes

Imports, exports, 
stock changes

Primary commodities Secondary commodities

Transformation

Final Use
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1.4  Energy Accounting Framework

Production (+)
Imports (+)
Exports (-)
Bunkers (-)
Stock Change (+ or -)
Primary Energy Requirement (PER)

Statistical Difference
Transformation input (+)
Energy sector’s own use (-)
Transmission and Distribution losses (-)
Net Supply Available

Net Domestic Consumption
Final energy consumption
Agriculture
Industry
Transport
Residental
Commercial
Non-energy uses

Supply

Conversion

Demand
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2.1 The Purpose of Energy Balance

❑ The relevance of energy statistics (providing comprehensive and reconciled data on the energy
situation)

❑ Comprehensive information on the energy supply and demand (to understand the energy
security situation, the effective functioning of energy markets and other relevant policy goals, as
well as to formulate energy policies)

❑ Serve as ensuring completeness, consistency and comparability of basic statistics

❑ Comparability of statistical information (between different reference periods and between
different countries)

❑ Data for the calculation of greenhouse gas emissions from fuel combustion

❑ The essential basis for calculating various indicators of each energy product’s role in the
country’s economy (energy efficiency, share of renewable energy, energy savings,
consumption of energy by sector and others)

❑ Provide an input for modelling and forecasting
15



2.2  Construction of Energy Balance

− Supply (Gross inland energy consumption)

o Covers production (primary and recovered products, imports, exports, stock changes and 
international marine bunkers

o The Gross inland energy consumption is the most important aggregate of the energy balance

o Individual products’ interpretation is different. (Total of all products total energy demand of 
a country)

o Gross inland energy consumption for derived products (secondary products) can be negative 
(because of covering only their trade and stock changes, their production is recorded in the 
transformation output)
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2.2  Construction of Energy Balance

− Production from «other sources»

o Addition to the supply of an energy product that has already been accounted for in the 
production of another energy form or

o Due to recovering slurries, middlings and other low-grade coal products, coal cannot be 
classified according to  type of coal and includes coal recovered from waste piles and other 
waste receptacles

o E.g., the blending of petroleum gases with natural gas, etc.

o In the energy balances, these additions to a product’s supply are normally accounted for as a 
transformation output
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2.2  Construction of Energy Balance

− Imports and exports

o These imports and exports include both primary and secondary energy products.

o Data come from external trade statistics inn the country (based on custom declarations) or

o Another source could be separate trade information from the producing units
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2.2  Construction of Energy Balance

− International Bunkers

o These include both marine and aviation bunkers

o They have generally been subtracted form a country’s energy supply since the principle of
their exclusion from a country’s greenhouse gas inventories has become the international
standard

o There may be an overlap in the export data of transport oils for shipping/aviation

o If it is possible to identify bunker fuels in the export figures, then these should only be
included in the bunkers category and the export figures should be adjusted
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2.2  Construction of Energy Balance

− Stock change

o Energy can be stored so the supply of energy will not correspond to consumption unless it is 
adjusted to account for stock changes

o A positive value of stock change is a stock build and represents a reduction in the supply 
available for other uses

o An negative value of stock change is a stock draw and represents an addition to the supply for 
other uses

o The stock changes flow should not be used as a balancing item in lieu of the statistical 
difference flow
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2.2  Construction of Energy Balance

− Transformation

o Important part of the balance and showing changes from a primary or secondary fuel, by 
physical and/or chemical means

− Transformation input

o Undergo transformations in various process

o Production of electricity and heat in power plants, refining of crude oil into petroleum 
products and production of derived coal products.

− Transformation output

o The result of transformation process.

o The difference between transformation output and transformation input are transformation 
losses.
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2.2  Construction of Energy Balance

− Energy Industries own use

o Energy industries’ own use of energy products for direct support of their operations

➢E.g., energy used for heating, lighting, compressors, cooling systems, etc.

o Energy transformed to secondary energy products should not be included here
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2.2  Construction of Energy Balance

− Energy sector

o The energy use of the energy industries performing energy production and energy
transformation

o The energy consumption needed for direct support operations of the transformation process

o The amount of energy present as input and output during actual transformation is not
included

o The pre-heating oh the oven in the coke plants is considered energy use by the energy sector;
the heat of the actual transformation process of coking an amount of coking coal into coke
oven coke is not
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2.2  Construction of Energy Balance

− Exchange, Transfers, Returns

o Pure statistical accounting element (moving energy amounts between columns products)

o Overcoming some practical classification

o presentation issues resulting from changes of the characteristics of an energy product or from 
changes in their use

o The renaming of products that no longer meet their original specifications

o The energy balance quantities of primary renewable energy form are transferred into the 
electricity.
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2.2  Construction of Energy Balance

− Distribution losses

o Occurring during the transmission, distribution and transport of fuels, electricity and heat.

o For electricity, losses are mainly dependent on the length of power lines, voltage of 
transmission and distribution and quality of network. 

o Losses for fossil fuels can include quantities of oil products that have evaporated, or coal dust 
that has been lost in transit. 

o Including venting and flaring of manufactured gases and losses of geothermal heat after 
production.

o Losses should be compared to the magnitude of supply. In general,

o For electricity losses account for between 7-15% of electricity supply.

o For heat, losses account for about %15.
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2.2  Construction of Energy Balance

− Available for final consumption

o Representing the energy used directly for energy and non energy purposes

o Representing the quantity of energy products (available to final-end-users on the internal 
market)

o Inaccuracy is statistical data or reporting (for negative values)

Available for final consumption = Gross inland consumption -Transformation input +

Transformation output + Exchanges, transfers and returns - Consumption of the energy

branch – Distribution losses
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2.2  Construction of Energy Balance

− Final non-energy consumption

o Fuels (coal, oil and gas) were not combusted (not burned) by end-users.

o Their chemical and physical properties is important. (rather than their energy content)

o Renewable energy sources used for non-energy purposes are outside of the scope of the
energy statistics. (e.g. wood used in the construction sites, etc.)

− Final energy consumption

o Products used at the various sector (industry, transport and other) of end-use.

o Electricity used in commercial buildings is recorded under other sectors in the services sub-
category, oil products used for powering cars are included in the transport sector in the road
transport sub-category, etc.
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2.2  Construction of Energy Balance

− Statistical difference

o The statistical balance between supply and consumption of energy

o In some cases low values of statistical difference might indicate data of higher quality than a
balance with a statistical difference equal to zero. (not elsewhere specified, stock changes or
distribution losses or non-surveyed elements of energy)

Statistical difference = Available for final consumption – Final non-energy consumption –

Final energy consumption
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2.3  Calculation of The Primary Energy Equivalent

− Two methods can be used to calculate the primary energy equivalent of the above energy
sources:

▪ Partial Substitution Method

▪ Physical Energy Content Method

− Annual data for coal (solid fossil fuels and manufactured gases), natural gas, oil (crude oil and
petroleum products), electricity and heat, renewables are transmitted in the form of
commodity balance

− The data form the input into the process of the energy balance construction
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2.3  Calculation of The Primary Energy Equivalent

− Partial Substitution Method➔ The primary energy equivalent of the electricity from solar, hydro,
etc. represent the amount of the energy to generate an amount of electricity in conventional
thermal power plants

− Represents the amount of energy necessary in conventional thermal plants.

− It is difficult to choose efficiency

− It is not relevant for countries with a high share of hydro.

− Limit the variations in total national energy supply (changes in primary electricity production in
countries where a significant part of electricity production was from combustible fuels)

− It had unreal effects on the energy balance as transformation losses appeared which had no
physical basis.
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2.3  Calculation of The Primary Energy Equivalent

− In years of little rainfall,

▪ Hydro production would fall => compensated by a corresponding amount of electricity
produced from fuels which were either produced or imported for the purpose.

▪ However, because of the lower efficiency of thermal power generation, a far larger amount of
energy in the form of fuels is required to compensate for the electricity lost from hydro plants.
This imbalance was overcome by substituting for hydro production an energy value nearly
three times (1/0.36) its physical energy content.

▪ The principle was abandoned because it had little meaning for countries (e.g. Norway) in
which hydroelectricity generation was the major supply and because the actual substitution
values were hard to establish as they depend on the marginal electricity production
efficiencies.
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2.3  Calculation of The Primary Energy Equivalent

− Physical Energy Content ➔ The primary energy from should be the first energy form in the
production process.

− Non-combustible products leads to the choice of heat as the primary energy from for nuclear,
geothermal; the choice of electricity as the primary energy form for solar photovoltaic, wind,
hydro, etc.

− Combustible energy products’ is characterized by its net calorific value.

− All fuels are converted to the chosen common energy unit for the energy balance structure.

− It uses physical energy content of the primary energy source

▪ Nuclear 33%

▪ Geothermal 10%

▪ Solar, wind, etc. 100%
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2.3  Calculation of The Primary Energy Equivalent
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2.3  Calculation of The Primary Energy Equivalent
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2.4  What units?

Mbtu

Mtoe

terajolues

Kilowatt-hours

Mtce

➔ IEA opted for Mtoe
and TJ
➔ Eurostat and UNSD 
opted for TJ
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2.4  Net vs. Gross Calorific Values

❑ Gross Calorific Value (GCV) measures the total (maximum) amount of heat that is produced by
combustion

❑ Net Calorific Vale (NCV) is that amount of heat which is actually available from the combustion
process in practice for capture and use

❑ Difference between net calorific values and gross calorific values is the latent heat of
vaporisation of the water produced during combustion

%5 %5 %10

IEA/Eurostat/UNSD use Net Calorific Values

Products Default 
Value

Lower 
Value

Upper 
Value

Natural Gas 48 46.5 50.4

Fuel Oil 40.4 39.8 41.7

Peat 9.76 7.80 12.5

Ethane 46.4 44.9 48.8

Net Calorific Values (GJ/metric ton3)
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2.4  Rules/Conversions

❑ Different unit used for each energy sources

• («tonnes», for coal, «kl» for oil, «m3» for gas etc.)

❑ Same unit should be used for easy analysis

− «toe» (tonnes of oil equivalent)

− «cal» (calories)

− «J» (joules)

❑ Unit prefix is commonly used

Scientific units and their relations

1 Calorie 4.1868 J

1 Btu 252 cal

1 kWh 3.6 MJ=859.845 kcal
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2.4  Conversion Factors
❑ COAL

▪ Physical units (tonnes) are converted to energy units using NCV [kj/kg], reported in the
questionnaires

• Specific NCV for Production, Imports, Exports, Inputs to Public Power Plants, Coal used in
Coke Ovens, Blast Furnaces and Industry Average NCV for all other flows

❑ COAL GASSES

• Data collected in gross TJ, then converted to net TJ (0.9.gross TJ) and then to Mtoe (1 TJ =
0.00002388 Mtoe)

❑ CRUDE OIL AND OIL PRODUCTS

• Using NCV [kj/kg]

▪ Primary oil – Specific NCV for Production, Imports, Exports, reported in the questionnaires

• Oil products – region specific default values
38



2.4  Conversion Factors

❑ NATURAL GAS

▪ Figures collected in Mm3 and gross TJ (energy unit)

▪ They are converted to net TJ (0.9.gross TJ) and then to Mtoe (1 TJ = 0.00002388 Mtoe)

❑ ELECTRICITY

▪ Figures collected in TWh, then electricity production is converted to Mtoe (1 TWh = 0.086
Mtoe)

▪ Gross electricity production is shown and the own use and losses are shown separately.
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To TJ Gcal Mtoe MBtu GWh

From: multiply by:

TJ 1 238.8 2.388*10-5 947.8 0.2778
Gcal 4.2868*10-3 1 10-7 3.968 1.163*10-3

Mtoe 4.1868*104 107 1 3.968*107 11630

MBtu 1.0551*10-3 0.252 2.52*10-8 1 2.931*10-4

GWh 3.6 860 8.6*10-5 3412 1

TPES in Japan (2004) :562,777 104(Gcal)
=562,777*104 (Gcal) *4.29*10-3(TJ/Gcal)=2.41*107(TJ)

=562 777*104 (Gcal) *10-7(Mtoe/Gcal)=563(Mtoe)

=562,777*104 (Gcal) *3.97(MBtu/Gcal)=2.23*1010(MBtu)

=562,777*104 (Gcal) *1.16*10-3(GWh/Gcal)=6.53*106 (GWh)

TPES (Total Primary Energy Supply) in Japan (2004):

562,777 104(Gcal)
=562,777*104 (Gcal) *4.29*10-3(TJ/Gcal)=2.41*107(TJ)

=562,777*104 (Gcal) *10-7(Mtoe/Gcal)=563(Mtoe)

=562,777*104 (Gcal) *3.97(MBtu/Gcal)=2.23*1010(MBtu)

=562,777*104 (Gcal) *1.16*10-3(GWh/Gcal)=6.53*106 (GWh)

2.4  Conversion factors (Energy)

40
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To kg t Lt St Lb
From: multiply by:

Kilogramme (kg) 1 0.001 9.84*10-4 1.102*10-3 2.2046

Tonne (t)t 1000 1 0.984 1.1023 2204.6

Long ton (lt) 1016 1.016 1 1 2240.0

Short ton (st) 907.2 0.9072 0.893 1 2000.0

Pound (lb) 0.454 4.54*10-4 4.46*10-4 5.0*10-4 1

❑ Conversion factors for Mass

❑ Conversion factors for Volume

To Gal U.S. Gal

U.K.

bbl ft3 l M3

From: Multiple by:

U.S. Gallon (gal) 1 0.8327 0.02381 0.1337 3.785 0.0038

U.K. Gallon (gal) 1.201 1 0.02859 0.1605 4.546 0.0045

Barrel (bbl) 42.0 34.97 1 5.615 159.0 0.159

Cubic foot (ft3) 7.48 6.2229 0.1781 1 28.3 0.0283

Litre (l) 0.2642 0.220 0.0063 0.0353 1 0.001

Cubic metre 

(m3)

264.2 220.0 6.289 35.3147 1000.0 1

2.4  Conversion factors (Mass/Vol.)
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2.4  Some conversion factors for natural gas

1 cubic metre of Natural gas                        35.3 cubic feet of natural gas
1 cubic feet of natural gas                            0.028 cubic metre of natural gas
1 billion cubic metre of natural gas           0.9 Mtoe or 35.7 trillion Btu
1 billion cubic metre of natural gas           0.025 Mtoe or 1.01 trillion Btu
1 cubic feet of natural gas                            1000 Btu
1 million tonne of LNG                                   1.36 billion cubic metres of gas or   

48.0 billion cubis feet of gas
1 million tonnes of LNG                                1.22 Mtoe or 48.6 trillion Btu    

Unit                                                                      Conversion factor
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03Energy balance tables
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3.1 What is the Energy Balance Table?

❑ Simple Table Format

❑ Illustrate general energy flow (production to end-use) of a region in question

❑ Flow (in row), Production (in column)

❑ Input (-), Output (+)

❑ For data;

− IEA, Energy Balances and Statistics (170 countries),

− APEC, APEC Energy Handbook, etc.

− Eurostat (for EBT and Sankey diagrams)

− National statistics (each country), (General Directorate of Energy Affairs, etc.)

❑ Prepared and updated/recalculated by MENR (yearly)
44



3.2  Advantages of EBT 

❑ Easy comparison

− Energy sources in the energy supply of a country

− Sectors of economic activity

− Countries

❑ Easy analyze and monitor

− Energy efficiency

− Dependence on energy imports and exports

− Data quality

❑ «Double count» avoided

❑ Same format data available (Internationally)
45



Electricity Statistics

Natural Gas Statistics

Oil Statistics

Coal Statistics

Renewables Statistics

Turkey Energy Balances

Sectoral Reports

IEA/EUROSTAT Annual 

Questionnaries

Other National and 

International Statistical 

Indıcators

Modelling and Forcasting

Energy Efficiency Statistics

Policy Decisions

Emissions

3.2  The Outputs of Energy Balance
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3.2  Example of EBT

Tomoki Ehara

Crude oil
Petro.

Products

Hydro/

Nuclear
Elec.

Coal/

Gas etc.
Total

Production 0.7 0.0 81.6 0.0 10.5 92.8

Imports 220.3 54.6 0.0 0.0 175.8 450.7

Exports & Stock Change 0.2 -15.2 0.0 0.0 -1.7 -16.7

TPES 221.2 39.4 81.6 0.0 184.6 526.8

Electricity Plants -6.2 -24.1 -81.6 93.2 -111.8 -130.5

Petro. Refineries -214.4 212.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 -1.7

Other Transformation -1.2 -2.1 0.0 -0.1 0.1 -3.3

Own Use / Trans. losses 0.0 -12.3 0.0 -9.3 -4.0 -25.6

Statistical Differences 0.6 6.3 0.0 0.0 0.6 7.5

TFC 0.0 219.9 0.0 83.8 69.5 373.2

Industry 0.0 93.3 0.0 35.9 50.9 180.1

Domestic. & Commercial 0.0 37.6 0.0 46.1 18.7 102.4

Transportation 0.0 89.2 0.0 1.9 0.0 91.1

*TPES: Total Primary Energy Supply

*TFC: Total Final Consumption

Production, etc.

Transformation

End-use
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3.3  Energy Balance Principles

Choice of Unit

Net vs. Gross Calorific Values

Choice of conversion factors

Choice of primary energy from for 
energy that is not combusted

Primary Energy Equivalent (Physical 
Energy Content vs. Substitution Method) 

Temperature adjustments

Fiscal year vs. calender year
48



3.3  Process Steps

❑ The questionnaires to be sent to stakeholders are revised

❑ Companies are listed and frame is revised with the current contact information

❑ Official letters and questionnaires to be filled are formed and send to the stakeholders via e-
mail and mail

❑ Also, study is implemented yearly in the current year for the previous year

❑ Questions from stakeholders are answered by phone and email

❑ Answers from public companies are compiled for supply part and answers from private
stakeholders are compiled for demand part . Compiled data is controlled with the previous
year in terms of time series, units and coherence

49



3.3  Process Steps

❑ An example of questionnaire;

50



❑ Data came from the sectors for demand side is transferred to excel and is made 
ready for analysis

Data inputs for a single questionnaire

3.3  Process Steps
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❑ The balance of supply and demand is created separately for each fuel in 
each sector located in the balance tables 

H
ar

d
 C

o
al

❑ The separately created balances finally creates National Energy Balance Tables

3.3  Process Steps
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❑ The balance of supply and demand is created separately for each fuel in each 
sector located in the balance tables 

❑ The separately created balances finally creates National Energy Balance Tables

3.3  Process Steps
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❑ The balance of supply and demand is created separately for each fuel in 
each sector located in the balance tables 

❑ The separately created balances finally creates National Energy Balance 
Tables

3.3  Process Steps
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❑ The balance of supply and demand is created separately for each fuel in 
each sector located in the balance tables 

❑ The separately created balances finally creates National Energy Balance Tables

3.3  Process Steps
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…

❑ The balance of supply and demand is created separately for each fuel in 
each sector located in the balance tables 

❑ The separately created balances finally creates National Energy Balance Tables

3.3  Process Steps
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❑ The balance of supply and demand is created separately for each fuel in each 
sector located in the balance tables 

❑ The separately created balances finally creates National Energy Balance Tables

3.3  Process Steps
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❑ Created Balance Sheets published at the Ministry web site on the March of the
year concerned due to the Official Statistics Programme

3.3  Process Steps
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For hard 
coal,lignite, 
asphaltite

• Tuvenan production, 
sold production, imports 
and exports by country 
,stocks, own use and 
loses  (in the basis of 
coking coal, bituminous 
coal, lignite)
• Sold to the sectors 
(Quantities, NCVs, GCVs
•Fuel consumed by 
electricity plants

3.3  Process Steps (Supply)
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For 
Petroleum

and 
Petroleum 
Products

• Domestic 
production, stocks, 
imports and exports 
by country, own uses 
and losses
•Refinery Production 
and bunkers data for 
oil products

3.3  Process Steps (Supply)
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For
Natural

Gas

• Domestic production, 
imports and exports by 
country ,stocks, own use 
and loses
• Sold to the sectors 
(Quantities, NCVs, GCVs

3.3  Process Steps (Supply)
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For 
Renewables

•Wood production,
uses and sales
• Solar Production
• Geothermal Heat 
potential, production 
and consumption by 
sectors

3.3  Process Steps (Supply)
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For 
Electricity

• Fuel consumption by 
power plants, 
electricity generation 
by fuel type, imports, 
exports, own uses and 
losses, consumption 
by sectors 

3.3  Process Steps (Supply)
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TURKSTAT
All 

sources

•energy 
import and 
export 
values accordi
ng to their 
GTIP position

3.3  Process Steps (Supply)
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Industry

•Questionnaires applied to 
Iron-Steel, Chemical-
Petrochemical, Fertilizer, Sugar,
Cement, Food and Tobacco,
Machinery, Ceramic, Textile 
and leather, Paper pulp and 
print, glass  sectors
• According to their uses fuel 
consumptions fill in 
questionnaire
•Data is obtained  via email and 
mail
• The collected information is 
subjected to data analysis on 
excel

3.3  Process Steps (Final Energy Consumption)
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NEB 
(Annual)

Evaluation of sectoral 
changes

Obtaining current 
adresses from TURKSTAT 

Preperation of official 
letters

Examination and 
revision of 

questionnairres applied 
to the sectors

Response of  official 
letters and  control 

operations

analysis of the data 
entry process

Establishment of Fuel-
Based Supply-Demand 

Balance

Establishment and 
Dissemination of the final 

tables

3.3  Process Steps (National Energy Balance Tables Flow Chart)
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3.4  Interpretation of EBT
❑ EBT provide to gain insight for supply, transformation and end-use

− e.g., the primary energy requirement indicates the total energy requirement of the country
to meet final demand and transformation needs in the economy.

− For the transformation section, it provides information on energy conversion efficiency and
how the technical efficiency of aggregate conversion has changed over the study period
could be easily analyzed from EBT.

− For end-use, data can be used to analyze the evolution of final energy demand of the
country by fuel type and by sector of use.

❑ In addition to any descriptive analysis using trends or growth rates;

− Energy Supply Mix: knowing characterizing and showing diversity the energy supply mix
of a country.

The share of coal in the British primary energy
supply was 16.1%, while that of oil and gas was
35.6% and 40.0% respectively.

The share of fossil fuels in the primary energy
supply in that year therefore 91.7%, showing the
overwhelming dominance of such energies 67



3.4  Interpretation of EBT

− Self-reliance in supply come from local production or imports, independence of a country
in terms of supply

− Important characteristic of the supply system

− The ratio of indigenous production to total primary energy requirement

− For importers➔ self-reliance would be less than 100%

− For exporters➔ self reliance would be less than 100%

The share of coal in the British primary energy
supply was 16.1%, while that of oil and gas was
35.6% and 40.0% respectively.

the share of fossil fuels in the primary energy
supply in that year therefore 91.7%, showing the
overwhelming dominance of such energies
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3.4  Interpretation of EBT

− Efficiency of electricity generation: The
ratio of electricity output to energy
input for electricity generation.

− Where input and output values are
available by energy type, efficiency can
be determined by fuel type as well.

− Reflecting how the electricity
conversion is evolving in the country
and whether there is any improvement
in this important area.

In this table, the electricity system efficiency
comes to 40%.
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3.4  Interpretation of EBT

− Refining Efficiency: The ratio of output of
refineries to refinery throughput.

− Easily compared internationally to see how the
refineries are performing.

• In this table, the refinery efficiency was 99.7%

− Overall energy transformation efficiency:
The ratio of final energy consumption to primary
energy requirement.

− Easily Show how much of energy is lost in
conversion process.

− Lower the loss, more efficient the system is.

• In this table, the overall transformation
efficiency was 70%
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3.4  Interpretation of EBT

− Share of renewable energies in supply: The role of alternative energies in the supply mix.

− Power generation mix: the share of electricity production by type of fuel.

− The higher concentration of power generation technology, the more vulnerable supply risk.

In this table, 38% came from
natural gas, 36% from coal, etc.
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3.4  Interpretation of EBT

− Per capita consumption of primary energy and final energy: The ratio of primary (of final)
energy consumption to population in a country gives the per capita consumption.

− Used a rough measure of prosperity (generally per capital consumption of energy is higher
in developed countries)

The UK population was 61.38 million.
Energy consumption per person was 3.82 toe.
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3.4  Interpretation of EBT

− Energy intensity: Analyzing the importance of energy to economic growth

− The ratio of energy consumption to output of economic activities

− Determining on a national basis using GDP (called GDP intensity)

− GDP intensity ➔ using primary energy consumption or final energy consumption, using
national GDP value or GDP expressed in an international currency or in purchasing power
parity.

GDP of UK was 1332,7 billion (at 2005)
So energy intensity of 175,8 toe million
pounds of output.
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Crude oil
Petro. Hydro/ Coal/

Products Nuclear
Elec.

Gas etc
TotalCrude oil

Petro.  

Products

Hydro/  

Nuclear
Elec. Total

Production 0.7 0.0 81.6 0.0 10.5 92.8

Imports 220.3 54.6 0.0 0.0 175.8 450.7

Exports & Stock Change 0.2 -15.2 0.0 0.0 -1.7 -16.7

Coal/  

Gas etc.

92.8

450.7

Production  

Imports

Exports & Stock Change

0.7

220.3

0.2

0.0

54.6

-15.2

81.6

0.0

0.0

0.0 10.5

0.0 175.8

0.0 -1.7 -16.7

TPES 221.2 39.4 81.6 0.0 184.6 526.8TPES 221.2 39.4 81.6 0.0 184.6 526.8

=(221.2+39.4)/526.9*100=49.5%

Import dependence (%)

Oil dependence (%)

=(221.2+39.4)/526.9*100=49.5%

Import dependence (%)

=450.7/(450.7+92.8)*100=82.9%

❑ Production: Coal, Gas and Oil mine

❑ Stock change: Stock building (-), Stock using (+)

3.4  Interpretation of EBT (Production, Stock Change, etc.)
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❑ Primary Energy Secondary Energy

❑ Negative value represents an input, positive value represents an output.

❑ Transformation losses appear in the total column as negative figures.

Crude oil Products Nuclear Elec. Gas etc. Total

TPES 221.2 39.4 81.6 0.0 184.6 526.8

Electricity Plants -6.2 -24.1 -81.6 93.2 -111.8 -130.5

Petro. Refineries -214.4 212.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 -1.7

Other Transformation -1.2 -2.1 0.0 -0.1 0.1 -3.3

Own Use / Trans. losses 0.0 -12.3 0.0 -9.3 -4.0 -25.6

Statistical Differences 0.6 6.3 0.0 0.0 0.6 7.5

TFC 0.0 219.9 0.0 83.8 69.5 373.2

3.4  Interpretation of EBT (Transformations)
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transformation efficiency=
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(electricity)



Crude oil
Petro. Hydro/ Coal/

Products  Nuclear
Elec.

Gas etc.
Total

TFC 0.0 219.9 0.0 83.8 69.5 373.2

Industry 0.0 93.3 0.0 35.9 50.9 180.1

Domestic. & Commercial 0.0 37.6 0.0 46.1 18.7 102.4

Transportation 0.0 89.2 0.0 1.9 0.0 91.1

Crude oil
Petro.

Products

Hydro/

Nuclear
Elec.

Coal/

Gas etc.
Total

TFC 0.0 219.9 0.0 83.8 69.5 373.2

Industry 0.0 93.3 0.0 35.9 50.9 180.1

Domestic. & Commercial 0.0 37.6 0.0 46.1 18.7 102.4

Transportation 0.0 89.2 0.0 1.9 0.0 91.1

❑ Energy consumption by sector (by energy)

❑ Delivery of energy products to all final consumers (sectors)

❑ Detailed analysis possible

− Compare among countries
− Historical change of energy consumption in certain sectors

3.4  Interpretation of EBT (Energy end-use)
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The largest energy-
consuming sector globally 

is,

Transport

Industry



CO2 Emissions derived from energy use (tCO2)
=Energy Cons. (tJ)*CO2 emission factors (tCO2/tJ)

=Energy Cons. (tJ)*C emission factors (tC/tJ)*44 /12

− «tC» or «tCO2»?

Ref. Revised 1996 IPCC Guidelines  for National Greenhouse Gas  Inventories

3.4  Interpretation of EBT (CO2 Emissions)
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Trendin CO2 emissions from fossil fuel 
combustion, 2016



− Using:

• Population
• GDP (using 2000 exchange rates to US dollars)
• GDP-PPP (using 2000 PPPs to US dollars)

• Energy Production/TPES
• Net Oil Imports/GDP
• TPES/GDP
• TPES/Population

• Oil Supply/GDP
• Oil Supply/Population
• Electricity Consumption/GDP
• Electricity Consumption /Population

3.4  Interpretation of EBT (with economic indicators)
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3.4  Interpretation of EBT (TPES & GDP)
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3.4  Example 1

Fuel Quantity Calorific value

Coal 72 Mt 6200 kcal/kg

Crude Oil 495 Million barrels 8000 kcal/l

Natural Gas 2860 Billion cft 900 btu/cft

Hydro general 11600 GWh 860 kcal/kWh

Geothermal 2900 GWh 860 kcal/kWh

❑ The table provides information on indigenous production of energy of a country in 2009. 

❑ Present the information in ktoe and PJ.
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3.4  Example 1

Fuel Quantity Calorific value
Energy Content

Pcal PJ ktoe

Coal 72 Mt 6200 kcal/kg 446.4 1868.9875 44640

Crude Oil
495 Million

barrels
8000 kcal/l 629.64 2636.1768 62964

Natural 
Gas

2860 Billion
cft

900 btu/cft 648.648 2715.7594
64864.

8

Hydro
general

11600 GWh 860 kcal/kWh 9.976 41.7675 997.6

Geotherm
al

2900 GWh 860 kcal/kWh 2.494 10.4418 249.4

❑ Answer
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3.4  Example 2

❑ The refinery input and output are given in the table  

Present the information in a common unit (ktoe).

Refinery Quantity Calorific Value

Refining Input

Crude Oil (‘000 bbls) -345868 8000 kcal/l

Natural gas (MNCFT) -13219 900 btu/cft

Refining Output (‘000 bbls) Kcal/bbl

Gasoline 73642 1339000

ATF (Avturbo) 6432 1378000

Kerosene 58490 1437000

Diesel 99781 1501000

Fuel Oil 24444 1576000

LPG (ktons) 546 12.96 ktoe/ktons

OPP (non-energy) 61735 1272000
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3.4  Example 2

❑ Answers

Refinery Quantity Calorific Value Energy

Refining Input Pcal ktoe

Crude Oil (‘000 bbls) -345868 8000 kcal/l -439.9441 -43994.4096

Natural gas (MNCFT) -13219 900 btu/cft -2.9981 -299.8069

Refining Output (‘000 bbls) Kcal/bbl

Gasoline 73642 1339000 98.6066 9860.6638

ATF (Avturbo) 6432 1378000 8.8633 886.3296

Kerosene 58490 1437000 84.0501 8405.0130

Diesel 99781 1501000 149.7713 14977.1281

Fuel Oil 24444 1576000 38.5237 3852.692

LPG (ktons) 546
12.96 

ktoe/ktons
70.7616 7076.16

OPP (non-energy) 61735 1272000 78.5269 7852.692

Total output 529.1036 52910.3609

Total input -442.9422 -44294.2165

Refinery gain 86.1614 8616.1444
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3.4  Example 3 (Energy Balance Preparation)

❑ A small island country does not have any natural resources for energy production.

❑ It depends mostly on imported crude oil for its energy needs. Some natural gas is also
imported and is used for power generation only.

• Crude oil imported: 52 Mtoe; Gas imported: 1.2 Mtoe

• Import of Petroleum products: 21 Mtoe;

• Export of petroleum products: 46.4 Mtoe

❑ The following are uses of petroleum products (Mtoe) in the country:

Read transportation 1
International transport 16.7, and
Industry 5.

❖ Prepare the overall energy balance                                                          
of the country for the year                                                                                                  
Show only those rows and columns,                                                                                            
which are relevant for this case.

Electric Generation Electricity Consumption (Mtoe)

Production 22 TWh Residental and commercial 0.9

Efficiency 40% Transport 0.02

Losses and own-use 0.11 Mtoe Industry 0.8
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3.4 Example 3

❑ Answers

Crude Oil Petro prod Gas Electricity Total

Imports 52 21 1.2 74.2

Exports -46.4 -46.4

Bunkers -16.7 -16.7

PES 52 -42.1 1.2 0 11.1

Refining -52 51.63 -0.37

Electricity -3.53 -1.2 1.892 -2.838

Own use & T&D -0.17 -0.17

Stat Diff -0.002 -0.002

TFS 0 6 0 1.72 7.72

TFC 6 1.72 7.72

Ind 5 0.8 5.8

Trans 1 0.02 1.02

Rescom 0.9 0.9
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3.5  Representing Energy Data for Eurostat & IEA
❑ Differences;

❖ Structure

− In the Eurostat commodity balance, the transformation sector is divided into input and output, whereas
the IEA has only an input part.

− The output (production) of secondary commodities is shown as “Production” in the IEA format and
“Transformation output” by Eurostat. Eurostat reserves the production row for (indigenous) primary
production only.

− The IEA production row shows indigenous production or secondary production depending on the
commodity.

❖ Format

− e.g., the figures in the gas/diesel oil balances for “Gross inland consumption” and “Domestic supply” do
not correspond with each other.

− Eurostat's “Gross inland consumption” is essentially the consumption of net externally provided supply.
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3.5 Data Quality Management

Relevance
Coverage & 

Comparability
Timeliness & 
Punctuality

Confidentially & 
Accuracy

Dimensions of Data Management



3.5 Data Quality Management

❑Relevance;

− Procedures are in place to identify the users of energy data and consult with them about their 
needs

− Unmet user needs—Gaps between key user needs and compiled energy statistics in terms of 
concepts, coverage and detail are identified and addressed

− Requests for energy information are monitored and the capacity to respond is evaluated

− User satisfaction surveys on the agency’s energy statistics outputs are regularly conducted 
and the results are analyzed and acted upon
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3.5 Data Quality Management

❑ Coherence and Comparability

− Comparison  and joint use of related energy data from different sources are made

− Energy statistics are comparable over a reasonable period of time

− Divergences from the relevant international statistical standards in concepts and 
measurement procedures used in the collection/compilation of energy statistics are 
monitored and explained

− Energy statistics are internally coherent and consistent

− Non-response

− Analyzing non-response rate
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3.5 Data Quality Management

❑ Timeliness and Punctuality

− A published release calendar announces in advance the dates that (key) energy statistics are 
to be released

− The time lag between the end of the reference period and the date of the first release (or the 
release of final results) of energy data is monitored and reported

− The possibility and usefulness of releasing preliminary data is regularly considered, while at 
the same time taking into account the data’s accuracy

− The time lag between the date of the release or publication of the data and the date on which 
they were announced or promised to be released is monitored and reported

− Any divergences from pre-announced release times for the energy data are published in 
advance; a new release time is then announced with explanations on the reasons for the 
delays
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3.5 Data Quality Management

❑Accuracy and Reliability

− Energy source data are systematically assessed and validated

− Sampling errors of estimates, e.g. standard errors, are measured, evaluated and systematically 
documented

− Non-sampling errors, e.g. item non-response rates and unit non-response rates, are measured, 
evaluated and systematically documented

− Coverage—The proportion of the population covered by the energy data collected is assessed

− Imputation rates are reported

− Information on the size and direction of revisions to energy data is provided and made known 
publicly
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3.5 Data Quality Management

❑Accuracy and Reliability

− For example,

− Transformation losses provide an extremely useful check on the accuracy of the energy 
balance. Should the losses be too high or too low (or positive) this may highlight problems in 
either the basic energy data from the commodity balance or in the conversion equivalents.

Transformation process
Typical plant 

efficiency

Coke ovens 80-95%

Patent fuel plants 95-100%

Brown coal briquette plants 80-95%

Coal liquefaction plants 10-85%

Gas works (and other conversion to gases) 60-90%

Blast furnaces ≈ 40%

Peat briquette plants 40-100%

Natural gas blending plants 80-95%

Gas to liquid (GTL) plants 40-55%

Oil refineries 98-99.5%

Petrochemical plants 90-98%

Charcoal plants 25-50%

Efficiency in different transformation processes (except 
electricity and heat generation 92



3.5 Data Quality Management

❑Accesibility and Clarity

−Energy statistics ad the corresponding metadata are presented in a form that facilities proper 
interpretation and meaningful comparisons, and are archived

− Modern information and communication technology (ICT) is mainly used for disseminating energy 
statistics; traditional hard copy and other services are provided, when appropriate, to ensure that users 
have appropriate access to the statistics they need

− An information or user-support service, call center or hotline is available for handling requests for 
energy data and for providing answers to questions about statistical results, metadata, etc.

− Access to energy microdata is allowed for research purposes, subject to specific rules and protocols 
on statistical confidentiality

− The regular production of up-to-date quality reports and methodological documents (on energy 
concepts, definitions, scope, classifications, basis of recording, data sources (including the use of 
administrative data), compilation methods, statistical techniques, etc.) is part of the work programm
and the reports and documents are made known publicly
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04Flow diagrams
Alternative presentation of 
energy accounting
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4.1 Reference Energy Systems (RES)

❑ Employing a network form to represent the activities and relationships of an energy system

❑ Using historical data and using forecasts. (For forecasting, RES would incorporate future technological
options and possible changes in energy types)

❑ Following the energy commodity flow path from its origin through transformation to end-uses

❑ Containing all the information available in an overall energy

❑ Providing the information about conversion efficiencies of each conversion and end-use devices

❑ Using for analytical studies of energy system using optimization (or other technologies.)

❑ Covering sectoral energy balances as well and detailed representation of end-uses and appliances is
possible

❑ Visualizing the entire energy system of a country and analyze it comprehensively.

❑ For the energy commodity path
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4.1 Reference Energy Systems

Production Demands

❑ Essential elements of RES;

− A separate line          each form of energy
− Horizontal axis           the process and 

Technologies
− Vertical axis          Different forms of energies
− Node         start or completion of a process,
− The size of flow           numeric value and 

conversion efficiency (-necessary-?),
− Diagonal rows          transportation of an 

energy commodity from outside system or 
to a conversion process,

− Solid line            the fuel undergoes the 
process or activity,

− Dotted line          using when the process is 
not applicable to the fuel
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4.2 Sankey Diagrams

❑ Presenting the energy balance information in a picture form

❑ Showing the basic information of availability and demand in an aggregated manner

❑ Showing different values separately but inter-relationships and substitution of fuels not
showing

❑ In the diagrams;

− Wider bands representing larger flow and inversely

− Narrow bands representing smaller flow
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4.2 Sankey Diagrams

❑ A graphic illustration of flows – like energy, money – where they can be combined, split and
traced through a series

❑ Generally used for visualizing energy transfers between processes

❑ Providing an overview of the main energy flows and how they contribute to the global energy
balance of a certain territory.

❑ Representing the contribution and flow
of various energy commodities (fuels,
heat and electricity, i.e.) into the
different sectors of the economy (e.g.
supply, transformation and
consumption) in energy units

❑ Only non-zero combinations are
displayed in the Sankey Diagram.

Generic Sankey Diagram
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4.2 Sankey Diagrams

❑ In Sankey Diagrams;

• The flows represent input and output amounts

• The black nodes represents events or processes, e.g. imports, final energy consumption, etc.

❑ The flow amount can be expressed  

in different units of energy                                                          
measurement (e.g. Ktoe, TJ, GW,...)
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4.3  Limitation of Sankey Diagrams

❑ Some examples of aggregated that are displayed in a different way or which cannot be
displayed at all Sankey Diagram:

❖ Stock Changes: It does not appear in Sankey Diagram but rather two distinct flows: "stock
build” and "stock draw".

− Stock draw and stock build are displayed instead.

− A fuel taken from stocks (stock draw) can be consumed in the transformation sector, so it has
to be displayed before this sector. Conversely, a fuel sent to stock (stock build) could have
appeared only after transformation, so the flow in the Sankey diagram needs to be displayed
after the transformation sector.
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4.3  Limitation of Sankey Diagrams

❑ Gross Inland Consumption: It cannot be displayed in the Sankey diagram since it depends on
net imports. As explained above, net imports cannot be displayed in the Sankey.

❑ Imports and Exports: Imports are displayed before the transformation sector and exports
after the transformation sector for the same reasons as with stock changes. This makes it
impossible to show the net imports flow, as both flows cannot be meaningfully combined in
the Sankey diagram

❑ Statistical Difference: Statistical difference is simply a positive or negative number in the table
of the energy balance. In the Sankey diagram, it is either an incoming or outgoing flow
depending on its sign.
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4.4  Small or Negative Flows

❑ For very small flows in the Sankey Diagram, a special methodology is needed.

❑ Some flows may even be negative due to statistical discrepancies.

− An ad hoc threshold is applied to decided whether any given fuel on display inside a
Sankey Diagram flow should be drawn or not.

− This threshold is quite arbitrary and reflects only the limitations on what can be shown.

− Two rules can be applied to each single flow in the Sankey tool;

• The entire flow is drawn only if the energy content of at least one fuel on display
inside this flow, expressed in the currently selected unit, rounds to 1 or more.

• If the resulting width of a fuel inside this flow on the screen, expressed in pixels, is
less than 0.5, it is increased to 0.5 pixels.

− Nodes to which no flow is attached after this selection (i.e. none flowing in and none
flowing out) are not drawn either.
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4.5 Example of Energy Flow Diagrams-IEA (Million tonnes of oil equivalent)
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Some Stats For The Countries
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Germany ItalyBrazil

Turkey Spain China



Conclusions
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➢Prepared for good energy balance:

− Require good quality statistics (data, calorific 
values)

− Are a compact source of energy information

− Enable accurate verification of energy statistics

− Are the foundation for basic energy indicators 
and CO2 emissions estimates

− Are not essential, but highly recommended!



ANY QUESTIONS
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